
Bicycle Quartett
fancy ways to avoid a bicycle theft

or

collect, trump & laugh



The initial cue has been
“Urban Nomads”

which made us think about
bicycles as a means

of mobility.

Then we learned
about the fact that especially
student cities like Weimar are

experiencing a high
bicycle theft rate.

Our initial idea was to
give parked bicycles a

standardized “anonymous”
look by developing a

weather-proof cover…

…that would affect the 
selection and the 

act of stealing
a specific bike.

The idea was
to create a theft deterrent

for thieves who have
to act fast…

…as well as a
communication screen that

could be personalized
with messages and

decoration.

Ideation around
other ways to bicycle theft

showed us the diversity
of creative possibilities.

So we decided to
compile a presentation 

around different humorous and 
imaginative ways of preventing 

a bicycle theft.

In a final step we
thought of creating a humorous

version of a popular German
children’s card game,

called “Quartett”.

Design Process
From the initial idea to the final concept



The Game
how to play

Classic Quartett Version

•Thoroughly shuffle the cards and distribute them 
among the players
•Each player screen his/her cards for a “Quartett”, 
i.e. having all cards 1-4 of one category) and puts 
these down in front of him/her.
•The person left of the dealer commences the game
•He/she is asking any fellow player for a specific card 
he/she is missing towards completing a Quartett.
•In case the other player holds this card, he/she has 
to surrender it to the questioner who continues 
with asking a fellow player for another card.
•In case the other player does not hold the 
requested card, he/she in turn can now ask for a 
missing card.
•Players that run out of cards exit the game.
•The winner is the player who could put down the 
most “Quartetts”. 

Trump Version

•Thoroughly shuffle the cards and distribute them 
among the players
•The players keep their cards stacked so that always 
only the topmost card can be seen.
•One player begins by reading the title of the card 
together with the value of a category of his/her 
choice.
•The other players compare this with the value from 
their own topmost cards – the best value wins (this 
does not have to be the highest value, e.g. in case of 
installation cost).
•The winner collects the cards from the other players 
and starts the next round.
•In case of cards having the value, all topmost cards 
are entered into the jackpot and the winner from the 
previous round starts a new one. Who wins this one, 
also collects the jackpot.
•The game ends when the first player runs out of 
cards.
•The winner is the one who holds the most cards.



Time Table
Monday,  Aug 12            determining the structure/categories of the game
                                    discussing the design of the cards
                                    generating ideas for every card
                                    first photo shootings

Tuesday,  Aug 13th         designing the cards
                                    photo shooting 
                                    working on the presentation and the card texts

Wednesday,  Aug 14th    designing the cards and the presentation
                                    last photo shootings and editing
                                    first printing

Thursday,  Aug 15th       final designing of the cards and presentation
                                    printing of the cards & presentation

Friday,  Aug 16th            presentation



CATEGORIES METHOD MATERIALS TRUMP  FACTORS
NOTES/ ANGRY MESSAGES

N1 creepy & dangerous
“If you intend to steal this bike there is a trap door below your feet in which you’ll fall in 5 
seconds and a pile of sharks will mutilate the limbs off your body. Disclaimers: If you are 
still reading this note after 5 seconds, there is some technical difficulties. Please call 
ex1234128798 for technical assistance.“

Printed message on 
bike

- printed 
message
- bike

humor: 6   effectiveness: 1   embarressment: 1  
cost: 1

N2 serious & fast
„This bike is secured with a GPS-emitter. Police are already on their way to you.“

Printed message on 
bike

- printed 
message
- bike

humor: 3   effectiveness: 2   embarressment: 1  
cost: 1

N3 technical & medical
Attention! This third generation velocipede prototype is equipped with a high intensity crank 
drive. Failure to disengage advanced coefficient 
of kinetic friction retardation system will result in imminent eccrine secretion and micro 
traumatic myalgia.

Printed message on 
bike

- printed 
message
- bike

humor: 6   effectiveness: 1   embarressment: 1  
cost: 1

N4 personal & dramatic
This bicycle belongs to a 36-year old woman. She has recently lost her job 
and has to raise 5 children. Her husband left her recently. 
If you take this bike you are a sick bastard that deserves to rot in the pits of hell.

Printed message on 
bike

- printed 
message
- bike

humor: 2   effectiveness: 2   embarressment: 1  
cost: 1

Work sheets with card ideas

CATEGORIES METHOD MATERIALS TRUMP FACTORS
GADGETS

G1 fingerprints
substance on handlebar takes fingerprints of thief

suspect photo @ police station -classmates
-name board
-threads
-black tape
-height sheet (printed numbers)
- paint for hands (blue charcoal)

humor: 4   effectiveness: 3  embarressment: 6  
cost: 2

G2 catapult saddle
rockets under saddle blow thief in the air

Flying saddle with someone’s leg 
with a flare

-flare/candle
-thread (fishing invisible thread)
- setting where there is a ceiling 

humor: 5   effectiveness: 6   embarressment: 4  
cost: 3

G3 ball crusher
trap on saddle catches the thief‘s balls

Screaming man laying beside the 
bike holding his balls

humor: 6   effectiveness: 1   embarressment: 1  
cost: 1

G4 bush cover
camouflage: bush over bicycle

Bike covered with grass and 
branches

Cutted bushes (garbage) humor: 3   effectiveness: 4  embarressment: 1
  cost: 1



Card Layout

  sound
   Disco bike

effectiveness        

installation costs

fun factor

CDs are attached to wheels, 
sound and light effects occur

S1

sketch of the card final design



Final cards


















